
Unit 1

-Choose the correct answer:

(Do- to do- doing)regular exercise every day is a good way to be 
healthy . It helps you ( to improve- improving –improve) your health .
I'm keen on  ( practises - to practise- practising ) simple exercises every 
morning.

-:Choose the correct answer

Salma wants to be a doctor. She (is studying-study-studying) hard
every day .She (never- always- often) wastes her time .She  (like- likes-
liking) looking after her parents.

-Do as required:

1-pupils do gymnastics at school every day.

…………………………………………………………………………..(negate)

2-We train well to win the marathon.

………………………………………………………………………….(Ask a question)

3-(walk) is good for heart and muscles.

………………………………………………………………………….(correct)

-required:Do as 

1-Iam playing computer games now.

……………………………………………………………………………..(Negate)

2-Sara always warms up before the race.

……………………………………………………………………………….(Ask a question)

3-My sister (watch) cartoons daily                                 ( correct)

…………………………………………………………………………………….



Unit 2

-Choose the correct answer:

Omar joined a club ( in order to –too- so that) practise boxing .He(
train- trains-is training) hard every day( in order to –too- so that) he 
can improve his skills. 

-answer:Choose the correct 

I have ( do –done –does) a school project. I have already ( surf-
surfs- surfed) the net to gain information.  I have (find-found-finds) it 
really enjoyable and useful    .

-Do as required:

1- pupils have done their school projects.

…………………………………………………………………………..(negate)

2-My father has stayed in Dubai for fortnight.

………………………………………………………………………….(Ask a question)

3-My brother (send) an e-mail to his friend recently.

………………………………………………………………………….(correct)

-Do as required:

1-Yes, I have been to AI-Khiran.

……………………………………………………………………………..(Ask a question)

2- My brother does regular exercises  to keep fit 

……………………………………………………………………………….(join using so that)

3-My sister (watch) a movie on TV recently                                 ( correct)

………………………………………………………………………………………….



Unit 3

-Choose the correct answer:

Salma ( works –worked - has worked) as a secretary in our 
company( since –for -already) 2005. She is ( too -so- very) punctual 
that she can't come late to work.

-:Choose the correct answer

Salem is (too -so- very)poor to buy what he needs because 
he has been jobless ( for-since-never)last year. We try to help 
him( in order to-so that-to)he can live simply. 

-Do as required:

1-Dana has just completed her school research.

…………………………………………………………………………..(negate)

2-The price of the car is very high. I can't buy it

…………………………………………………………………………Use (too--------to)

3-My sister ( not tidy) her room yet.

………………………………………………………………………….(correct)

-Do as required:

1-We have planted some trees so that they can give us shade.

……………………………………………………………………………..use (in order to)

2-Ihave had this mobile since last year.

……………………………………………………………………………….(Ask a question)

3-I ( never eat) ………………………….any Chinese  food    ( Correct)



it 4Un

-Choose the correct answer:

The first aero plane (made-was made-make)by the Wright Brothers 
in 1903 . It ( flew - has flown- flies) for a short time before falling .Now, 
aero planes ( use-using-are used) to travel between continents.  

-the correct answer:Choose 

Many years ago, my grandfather found two gold boxes while he 
(digs – dug - was digging) in the garden. In the past ,people used to
(hide-hid - hides)their money from thieves .The two gold boxes ( give -
gave- was given) to the policemen who thanked my grandfather a lot. 

-Do as required:

1- Ali was planting some trees in the garden .

…………………………………………………………………………..(negate)

2-Maha was wearing a blue dress in the party.

………………………………………………………………………….(Ask a question)

3-My brother (fall) down while he was running.

………………………………………………………………………….(correct)

-Do as required:

1-The company hired some new workers a month ago.

……………………………………………………………………………..(Change into passive)

2- when I ( lose) my money, I was shopping

……………………………………………………………………………….(Correct)

3-The injured man (take) to the hospital in an ambulance yesterday.

……………………………………………………………………….( Correct)



Unit 5

-Choose the correct answer:

The sea has different kinds of animals. The shark is the (larger-
largest-large) fish, but it is not (as enormous-more enormous- the 
most enormous) the whale. The whale is( biggest-big-bigger) than any 
other sea animal.

-Choose the correct answer:

All birds have two wings. They move  ( fast-faster-fastest)than 
animals. Ostriches are the ( heavier-as heavy as- heaviest)birds, but 
they ( can-can't-will) fly because of their small wings.

-Do as required:

1- Ali is as strong as his elder brother .

…………………………………………………………………………..(negate)

2-Maha was wearing the most beautiful dress in the party.

………………………………………………………………………….(Ask a question)

3-The elephant is the (heavy) land animal.

………………………………………………………………………….(correct)

-Do as required:

1-June is hot, but August is hotter.

……………………………………………………………………………..(Use: as………….as)

2- Deema has done the( good) project in the class

……………………………………………………………………………….(Correct)

3-Hessa is fourteen years old, but her sister is only twelve.

……………………………………………………………………….( Use: not as………….as)



Unit 6

-Choose the correct answer:

Your parents visited Makkah last year( don't they-haven't they-
didn't they)? We always ( are going- go –went) there for Hajj. Makkah 
is ( an important holy Saudi- a Saudi holy important- a holy Saudi 
important)city for all Muslims.

Choose the correct answer:-

Souk Al-Mubarakiya  is ( the oldest-older-old) than all other markets 
in Kuwait,( hasn't it-isn't it-wasn't it)? Tourists always go there to 
enjoy its ( pleasant traditional Kuwaiti-Kuwaiti traditional pleasant-
Kuwaiti pleasant traditional) atmosphere.

-as required:Do 

1- Kuwait organized the last Gulf race,…………………………?         (Add tag question).

2-Maha bought some new casual cotton T-shirts from the Avenues.

………………………………………………………………………….(Ask a question)

3-I bought anew (Japanese red big) car.

………………………………………………………………………….(correct)

-Do as required:

1-I found an old small cobber coin in the garden.

……………………………………………………………………………..(Ask a question)

2- Deema is a (young cute Kuwaiti) student in my class

……………………………………………………………………………….(Correct)

3-They found some bargains in the Souk yesterday,………………………?.

(Add tag question)


